for some integer m. We assume that the site capacity is uniform.
In Section 6.2 we show how to deal with nonuniform site capacity. In the pattern shown in Fig. 1 , the parity blocks of the N -2 data blocks from site i reside on sites
If the same pattern is repeated throughout the range of blocks then there will be no parity update traffic from site i to site (i -1) mod N. In order to make the problem symmetrical and thus easier to tackle, we assume that for the next set of N blocks the pattern shown in Fig. 2 such that merging a and b results in the smallest increase in the cost function.
Merge the two sites (or clusters) if the resulting cluster has less than N sites and the total number of clusters does not exceed m. If the clusters cannot be merged, find the next best choice for b and repeat.
Remove the update rates of the merged sites (or clusters) from A and replace them with the cluster update rate.
Step 2. Repeat
Step 1 until m clusters having N sites each have been formed.
The computational cost of Algorithm 1 is O(Nn2). But
it requires that the all-pair shortest path algorithm be performed first, which requires O(n 3) operations.
The second approach consists of two stages: in the first stage m sites are identified to be used as cluster seeds and in the second stage the rem'aining sites are allocated to the clusters to form m subsets of N sites each.
Algorithm 2
Step 1. Select the two sites with the largest distance between them and include them in the set S of cluster seeds.
Step 2. Select the site v with the largest average distance to the sites already in S and add it to S.
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 above until IS] = m. Each cluster initially contains one of the m seeds in S.
Step 4. For each of the m clusters, compute the average update rate of the sites in the cluster. In decreasing order of their average update rate, allocate to each cluster the site that is closest to it in terms of the pseudo-distance D.
Step 5. Repeat
Step 4 above until all sites have been allocated to the m clusters.
We use the pseudo-distance metric D in Step 4 because it provides the actual increase in the cost function of a cluster when a node is added to it. The computational cost of the Algorithm 2 is O(Nn2). It also requires that the allpair shortest path algorithm be performed first.
The third approach is based on the hierarchical clustering technique [10]. We use the distance matrix whose en-
Clusters are formed by merging together sites or smaller clusters that are close to each other. When two sites (or clusters) are grouped together, the distance matrix is modified by eliminating the columns and rows corresponding to the merged sites (or clusters) and replacing them with a single column and a single row reflecting the average distance between the merged sites and other sites (or clusters). The procedure is as follows:
Algorithm 3
Step 1. Find the smallest entry in the distance matrix and merge the two sites (or clusters) together if the resulting cluster has N sites or less and if the total number of clusters does not exceed m. If any of the latter conditions is not satisfied, select the next smallest entry and repeat.
Once two sites (or clusters) have been merged, update the distance matrix and the number of clusters accordingly.
Step 2. Repeat Step 1 above until m clusters having N sites each have been formed.
The complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n3).
After an initial partition has been found, the following procedure may be used to improve it. 
TABLEI Comparison between Approximate Solutions andtheOptimal Solution
Step 2. Repeat Step 1 above for all sites in V in decreasing order of their update rate. 
Experimental Evaluation
We have conducted experiments to evaluate the approximate solutions obtained using the heuristics and to compare the three proposed approaches for site assignment.
In the experiments, we used randomly generated graphs. The distance on each edge in the graph was drawn from a uniform distribution over the interval [1, Kw]. The update rates at each site were drawn from a uniform distribution over the interval [1, Ka] .
In our experiments we found out that Algorithm 2 performs better when the pseudo-distance D is also used in the first stage of the algorithm. This can be explained by the fact that using D in the generation of the cluster seeds ensures that edges with large D(u, v) will not be used within a cluster, i.e., sites that have large loads and that are far apart are not placed in the same cluster. The results shown here for Algorithm 2 were obtained using D instead of d.
In the first experiment, we compare the approximate solution provided by the heuristics to the optimal solution.
The optimal solution was obtained using exhaustive search. N was taken to be equal to 5 and n equal to 15. Table I shows the results for three situations:
one where the edge weights vary more widely than the site loads, one where both are picked from the same interval, and one where the site loads vary more widely than the edge weights.
Each entry represents the average over 1000 randomly generated graphs. The costs of the approximate solutions are within 10% of the cost of the optimal solution. In the first column of the table, we have listed the cost of a random solution.
For each number the half-width of the corresponding 95% confidence interval is shown between parenthesis.
Since, in the first experiment, an exhaustive search was used to find the optimal solution, the number of nodes n could not be very large. In a second experiment, we compared the performance of the three heuristics for larger values of n. The main point that can be deduced from this experiment is that, in spite of the fact that Algorithm 3 does not use any information about site loads, it outperforms the other two algorithms when n and N are relatively large and, in the other cases, its performance is always close to that of the best algorithm.
This means that, in a large system, it is more important to minimize the sum of the edge weights within each cluster than to use the greedy approach that attempts to assign to the sites with large loads their nearest neighbors.
Since site loads vary with time, the solution found by Algorithm 3 will remain close to optimal as the site loads change while solutions based on estimates of site loads will degrade with time as the site loads deviate from the estimates. This is especially true for large N. A large value for N means lower storage costs but also lower reliability and worse performance under failure.
HEURISTICS WITH PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES
The heuristics described in Section 4 provide a good approximate solution.
However, there is no guarantee that the approximate solution will not diverge significantly from the optimal one in certain cases. In this section, we seek to find a heuristic that has a bound on the error between the approximate solution and the optimal one. We develop least (k -2/k + 1)n + ck. This stronger result was proved for k = 3 with c3 = 2 and for k = 4 with c4 = 8/5 [13].
Algorithm
Step 1. Find a spanning tree with many leaves.
Step 2. Partition the spanning tree into m clusters of N nodes each using procedure Partition_Tree described below.
The partition found for the tree will be used as the approximate solution for the partitioning problem in the original graph. We first describe a basic version of the procedure Partition_Tree which insures that every edge in the tree is used by at most two clusters. Then we describe an optimization that reduces the cost in the tree of the solution but that is not needed to establish the bound on the cost of the heuristic solution.
In the description of the procedure Partition_Tree, we assume that the tree is levelized starting from the root. Figure 4 shows an example of a tree partitioned using this procedure.
Procedure Partition_Tree
The procedure partitions the tree from the bottom up and from left to right. As the clusters are built, whenever the size of a cluster reaches N nodes, that cluster is removed from the tree. Starting from the deepest leaf of the leftmost branch in the tree, the leaf is assigned to the first cluster.
After a node has been assigned to a cluster, its sibling to the right is considered next. If no siblings are left to right of the node then the parent is assigned next. If the sibling to the right is a leaf, it is included in the cluster, otherwise the leftmost branch of the subtree rooted at that sibling is followed to its deepest leftmost leaf and that leaf is included in the cluster. Then the procedure continues from that point moving to the right sibling (if any) or to the parent in the same fashion. When a node is to be assigned, it is either assigned to the current cluster if that cluster has not reached N nodes or a new cluster is formed and the node assigned to it. The tree remains connected as newly completed clusters are removed.
THEOREM 3.
The cost (HEU) of the approximate solution found using a spanning tree with many leaves and the cost (OPT) of the optimal solution satisfy the following relationship:
where o_ is the fraction of leaves in the spanning tree.
Proof.
We need to establish an upper bound on the cost of the approximate solution and a lower bound on that of the optimal one. The cost in the graph of the approximate solution is at most the cost of that solution in the tree. We evaluate the cost in the tree by adding up the contributions of each edge in the spanning tree to the overall cost. If an edge connects a leaf node to the tree it will be referred to as a leaf edge, otherwise it will be called an internal edge. A leaf edge will be used in only one cluster and it will be used only for communication between the leaf node and the other (N -1) nodes in the cluster.
Therefore the contribution of a leaf edge to the overall cost is 2(N -1). An internal edge will be used in at most two clusters and in each cluster it will be used by i nodes to communicate with the other N -i nodes in the cluster.
If a designates the fraction of leaf nodes in the tree, we have
For the cost of the optimal solution, an obvious lower bound is the cost in a complete graph, which is n(N -1). Hence, HEU/OPT -< 2c_ + (1 -oONZ/(N -1). • As stated in Theorem 2, for large k, a converges to 1 and the upper bound approaches 2. Note that it is reasonable to assume that the minimum degree will be large in practice because the underlying network has to have sufficient con- , v) to obtain a spanning tree with a smaller cost. In addition e' cannot have weight less than w because it would then be possible to replace e by e' in the ICMST and obtain a smaller intercluster spanning tree.
Hence the weight of e' is w and we could remove e and replace it with e' in the ICMST. This process can be repeated until all edges in the ICMST also appear in the GMST. •
The following theorem establishes a bound on the cost of the heuristic based on finding a minimum spanning tree in the graph and then using Partition_Tree to find a partitioning into clusters.
THEOREM 4. The cost (HEU) of the approximate solution found using a minimum spanning tree and the cost (OPT) of the optimal solution satisfy the following relationship:
where MST is the total weight of the edges in the minimum spanning tree and -_ is the average weight of the m -1 heaviest edges in the minimum spanning tree.
In evaluating an upper bound on the cost of the approximate solution, we follow the same procedure as in the proof of Theorem 3 but we will not distinguish between leaf edges and internal edges. Each edge e in the tree will 
where N is the average weight of the n -m lightest edges in the GMST. Since _/-_ <-r and n = raN, we have [1, Kw] . We found that Algorithms 2 and 3 perform best for N = 10 with Algorithm 2 being the winner for lower values of n while Algorithm 3 is better for the high values of n. For N = 5 Algorithm 3 performs best in almost all situations.
The reason that Algorithm 3 performs better for N = 5 in this case compared with the uniform load case (Fig. 3) can be explained by the fact that the site loads have smaller variance because they are the sum of N -1 rates drawn from the uniform distribution over [1, K_] data group loads produces poorer results than using total site loads.
We also found that the parity assignment within a cluster is as important as the problem of partitioning the sites into clusters.
Using LocaiOpt reduces the cost of the solution by 15 to 20%. This is shown in Fig. 6 for the case N = 10, Kw = 100, and K_ = 100. Similar results were obtained for the other environments.
Non-Uniform
Site Capacity
The case of nonuniform site capacity can be handled in the same fashion as proposed by Stonebraker and Schloss
[3]. We assume that the total number of disks is Np for some integer 3 p and that the number of disks at any given site is at most p. The system could then be partitioned using the following procedure.
Step 1. Select the NI_IV_/N3sites with the largest number of disks and apply one of the partitioning algorithms described in the previous sections to assign one disk from each of the selected sites to an array.
Step 2.
Remove the assigned disks and remove sites with no disks left.
Step 3.
Repeat Guaranteed upper bounds were established on the deviation from the optimal cost for some of the heuristics.
It was also found that modifying the parity assignment within each cluster to place the parity of the heavily accessed data groups on the nearest sites within the cluster can significantly decrease the parity update cost. Finally, we discussed implementations of the RADD scheme for disaster recovery in OLTP systems and described various optimizations that can be helpful in those environments.
APPENDIX

Algorithm Greedy
Let A be the list of update rates for all data groups at all sites.
Let Pv be the number of site v's partition.
Initially pv = -lforallv E V.
Let ni be the number of sites in partition i. Initially, ni = 0. Assume n I = 1 throughout.
Let k be the current number of partitions. Initially k = 0. Step I. Select the largest value A in A and let u be the corresponding site. If nt,,, = N go to Step 4.
Step 2. Find the site v in. I(u) that is nearest to u and satisfies p,, or Pc, ¢: -1 and nt," + np, <-N or p,, = p,, = -1 and k < m. If none exist go to Step 4.
Step 3. Remove v from. !(u).
Ifp, =p,.
-1 setp,, =p,, l, nz= 2, l= 1 + 1, and k=k+l.
If Pc, = -1 and p_, _ -1 set p,, = p_, and np, = n_, + 1.
If p,, ¢ -1 and Pc, = -1 set p_, = p, and nt, nt, + 1. If p,, 4= -1 and p_, 4= -1, set the partition number for every site in v's current partition to p,,, set nv,' rip,, + nt,,nl, ' = 0, andk = k -1.
Step 4. Remove A from A.
Step 5. If E, n, < n, go to Step 1, otherwise stop.
The algorithm is similar to Algorithm 1 in that it tries to satisfy first the nodes with the highest data group update rates. The complexity of the algorithm is O(Nn2), but as in the case of Algorithm 1, it requires the all-pair shortest path algorithm.
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